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ABSTRACT 
The role of a firefighter has remained relatively static over the years, but the way 
a firefighter documents incidents and accesses logs, maps, and a range of forms is 
changing from paper-based practices to digital media systems. Unsuccessful technology 
acceptance can negatively affect efficiency and work production. A better understanding 
of the variables that are most relevant to influencing firefighters’ acceptance of 
technology will help improve the success of the implementation of new ideas. The 
purpose of this thesis is to develop a model specific to the fire service and to gain a 
better understanding of the variables that influence technology acceptance in that 
field. How can technology acceptance research be applied to the fire service to better 
understand and influence the acceptance of information technology? A review of the 
literature reveals three relevant variables of technology acceptance in the fire 
service: self-efficacy, facilitating conditions, and social influence. These variables 
were tested using two thought experiments including one retrospective scenario and 
one prospective scenario. The thought experiments further refine the model by revealing 
that facilitating conditions had a positive relationship with self-efficacy. With a better 
understanding and leveraging of the variables that affect technology acceptance, fire 
administrators can improve the likelihood of acceptance. 
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The role of a firefighter has remained relatively static over the years, but the way a 
firefighter documents an incident and accesses logs, maps, and a range of forms is changing 
from existing paper-based practices to digital media and its related systems. Staffing, 
incident reporting, response mapping, resource allocation, supply tracking, and water 
system testing are all processes that are currently moving to digital media and its related 
systems. The purpose of this integration of information systems technology is to improve 
efficiency and quality of work. 
Fire department members and administrators alike resist new technologies for 
multiple reasons, such as time and money. Members may see the new technology as more 
work due to the effort required to learn a new process. Administrators may be concerned 
about the cost of training, equipment, and downtime. While the drivers of behavior may 
vary depending on the perspective of the user, they remain important variables for 
predicting acceptance. Attitudes, beliefs, experiences, and perceptions about new 
technology are just some of the behavioral aspects that may play a role in the acceptance 
of new technology. 
Researchers and practitioners from sociology, cognitive psychology, and 
information sciences have produced a significant amount of theoretical and empirical 
research related to the larger problem of explaining factors that influence product and 
service adoption.  
While the literature from the aforementioned fields does provide important 
empirical and theoretical contributions that explain and predict the adoption of products 
and services and, in the information sciences, user acceptance of information technology, 
prior research related to technology acceptance has not fully considered the unique 
environment of the fire service. The fire service environment is unique in that it shares 
some specific traits such as fraternity, shift structure, and social networking with other 
work environments, the overall combination of which is not identical to any other field. 
xiv 
This type of environment warrants further research to identify which variables explain the 
variance in for technology acceptance in fire services. 
A better understanding of the variables that are most relevant to influencing 
firefighters’ acceptance of technology will help improve the success of the implementation 
of new ideas. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a model specific to the fire service 
and to gain a better understanding of the variables that influence technology acceptance in 
that field. A better understanding of the variables that influence technology acceptance may 
help improve the actual use of the systems and, subsequently, the efficiency and quality of 
work.  
There is a significant volume of empirical work on the problem of technology 
acceptance from the domain of information systems that supports the efficacy of the 
relationships between perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and behavioral 
intention. Likewise, the same body of research from information systems strongly supports 
the relationship between behavioral intention and actual use. Based on the aforementioned, 
the development of the current model was built upon and extended the foundational 
behavioral intention models, such as the theory of reasoned action and related technology 
acceptance model (TAM), in developing a model to explain technology acceptance in the 
fire service. Working from these foundational models, the next step is to identify 
antecedents of the core variables that are supported in the fire service environment. 
Self-efficacy captures the individual’s assessment of their own ability, while 
perceived behavioral control encompasses the individual’s perceptions about their control 
over the behavior. Self-efficacy asks the question, “Do I have the skills, knowledge, and 
ability to complete the task?” One important variable that influences external beliefs of 
technology acceptance in the fire service is social influence. Social influence refers to any 
variable that derives from what the individual believes others in the peer group think and/or 
how that will affect the individual’s standing in the group. The role of facilitating 
conditions in technology acceptance has also been supported in multiple fields. One 
challenge in using facilitating conditions as a variable is that it generalizes several other 
similar but unique variables. However, since the goal of this model is to help fire service 
administrators better understand the variables that influence technology acceptance, it is 
xv 
appropriate to include the variables for which likely have the most control. Administrators 
ultimately have the most control over the facilitating condition like training, access to 
resources, and technical support. 
The research question for this thesis is, “How can technology acceptance research 
be applied to the fire service to better understand and influence the acceptance of 
information technology?” Through a literature review, proposed model, and thought 
experiment, the author was able to identify and test three important variables influencing 
technology acceptance in the fire service. The identified variables were computer self-
efficacy, facilitating conditions, and social influence. The thought experiments provided 
support for all three variables as antecedents of acceptance.  
The primary objective of this research is to help fire service administrators better 
understand the variables that influence technology acceptance. Davis stated, in his original 
work developing TAM, that his goal was to provide a tool for technology developers and 
implementers to help them predict successful acceptance of a new technology.1 Like Davis, 
this author strives to provide fire chiefs and their technology teams with a model that helps 
them select, design, and implement technology tools that have a high likelihood of 
successful acceptance. 
The model constructed from the literature was tested, using two thought 
experiments, while considering a proposed type of information technology. The first 
thought experiment took the form of a retrospective hypothetical scenario of technology 
implementation. The model was tested by analyzing the implementation with consideration 
of the proposed variables and relationships. One additional relationship was added to the 
model as a result of the initial scenario and a second prospective scenario of technology 
implementation was conducted with consideration of the proposed variables and 
relationships. The thought experiments provided support for all three variables as 
antecedents of acceptance. 
                                                 
1 Fred D. Davis, A Technology Acceptance Model for Empirically Testing New End-User Information 
Systems: Theory and Results (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985), 7. 
xvi 
The success of fire service technology is dependent on the acceptance by the men 
and women who serve and protect our communities. By better understanding and 
leveraging the variables that affect technology acceptance, fire administrators can improve 
the likelihood of acceptance. This improvement will ultimately result in a more efficient 
and effective workforce which, in turn, improves overall public safety.   
xvii 
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A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The role of a firefighter has remained relatively static over the years, but the way a 
firefighter documents an incident and accesses logs, maps, and a range of forms is changing 
from existing paper-based practices to digital media and its related systems. Staffing, 
incident reporting, response mapping, resource allocation, supply tracking, and water 
system testing are all processes that are currently moving to digital media and related 
systems. The purpose of this integration of information systems technology is to improve 
efficiency and quality of work.1  
Unsuccessful technology acceptance can have an inverse effect.2 In the private 
sector, unsuccessful acceptance means that the user does not purchase the technology. In 
the public sector, such as the fire service, administrators can mandate use of a new 
technology, but efficiency and quality of work may suffer because of user resistance.3 
Users forced to utilize a technology may not employ such technology to its full capacity or 
may use it only to the minimum acceptable level.4 This shortfall may harm the quality of 
the work.  
Fire department members and administrators alike resist new technologies for 
multiple reasons, such as loss of time and money.5 The effort required to learn a new 
process causes firefighters to see the new technology as more work; administrators may be 
                                                 
1 M. McCord, Handbook of Research on Electronic Surveys and Measurements, 2007, 306, 
https://doi.org/10.4018/978-1-59140-792-8.ch038. 
2 McCord, 306. 
3 Ibrahim M. Al-Jabri, “Adoption and Use of Information Technology in Mandatory Settings: 
Preliminary Insights from Saudi Arabia,” Proceedings for AMCIS, 2010, 328, http://aisel.aisnet.org/
amcis2010/328/?utm_source=aisel.aisnet.org%2Fam™cis2010%2F328&utm_medium=
PDF&utm_campaign=PDFCoverPages. 
4 Samar Mouakket, “Extending the Technology Acceptance Model to Investigate the Utilization of 
ERP Systems,” International Journal of Enterprise Information Systems 6, no. 4 (October 2010): 38–54, 
https://doi.org/10.4018/jeis.2010100103. 




concerned about the cost of training and equipment as well as the downtime that 
accompanies both.6 Although the drivers of behavior may vary depending on the 
perspective of the user, they remain important variables for predicting acceptance. 
Attitudes, beliefs, experiences, and perceptions about new technology are just some of the 
behavioral aspects that may play a role in the acceptance of new technology.  
Researchers and practitioners from sociology, cognitive psychology, and 
information sciences (IS) have produced a significant amount of theoretical and empirical 
research related to the larger problem of explaining factors that influence product and 
service adoption. Some examples include Rogers’s 1962 innovation diffusion theory (IDT) 
from the field of sociology and Venkatesh and Bala’s 2008 technology acceptance model 
3 (TAM 3), which extended Davis’s original technology acceptance model (TAM) in 1985 
from the IS field.7  
Although the literature from the aforementioned fields does provide important 
empirical and theoretical contributions that explain and predict the adoption of products 
and services and, as in IS, user acceptance of information technology, prior research related 
to technology acceptance has not fully considered the distinctive environment of the fire 
service.8 The fire service environment has some specific traits such as fraternity, shift 
structure, and social networking within the department, but the combination of 
characteristics is unlike that of any other field. This environment warrants further research 
to identify which variables explain the variance in technology acceptance in fire services. 
To date, fire service organizations have not widely applied technology acceptance 
research to the profession.  
                                                 
6 Cain. 
7 Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 5th ed. (New York: Free Press, 2003); Viswanath 
Venkatesh and Hillol Bala, “Technology Acceptance Model 3 and a Research Agenda on Interventions,” 
Decision Sciences 39, no. 2 (May 2008): 273–315, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-5915.2008.00192.x; Fred 
D. Davis, Richard P. Bagozzi, and Paul R. Warshaw, “User Acceptance of Computer Technology: A 
Comparison of Two Theoretical Models,” Management Science 35, no. 8 (1989): 982–1003, 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/61259435?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo. 
8 Julian Weidinger, Sebastian Schlauderer, and Sven Overhage, “Is the Frontier Shifting into the Right 
Direction? A Qualitative Analysis of Acceptance Factors for Novel Firefighter Information Technologies,” 
Information Systems Frontiers 20, no. 4 (August 1, 2018): 669–92, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10796-017-
9785-8. 
3 
B. ACCEPTANCE VERSUS ADOPTION 
The level of analysis of this study makes it critical to distinguish between 
technology adoption and technology acceptance. Sociology research generally focuses on 
the broader adoption process at the level of a society, which includes identifying, acquiring, 
and putting a new technology to use.9 Such research has characterized adoption as a 
function of innovation moving through a group of individuals.10 Psychology and IS 
research focuses on individual acceptance, which includes individual behaviors, attitudes, 
and beliefs about a given technology.11 This study focuses on the individual level of 
acceptance. 
C. PURPOSE STATEMENT 
A deeper understanding of the variables influencing firefighters’ acceptance of 
technology will help increase the success in implementing new ideas and may improve the 
use of the systems and, subsequently, the efficiency and quality of work. This thesis aims 
to develop a model specific to the fire service and to gain a better understanding of the 
variables that influence technology acceptance in fire services. Analysis of the relevant 
literature identifies variables that influence technology acceptance within the fire service 
and helps to develop an idealized model that better explains the process. 
D. RESEARCH QUESTION 
How can technology acceptance research be applied to the fire service to better 
understand and influence the acceptance of information technology? 
                                                 
9 Judy Biljon and Karen Renaud, “A Qualitative Study of the Applicability of Technology Acceptance 
Models to Senior Mobile Phone Users,” in Multimodal Human Computer Interaction and Pervasive 
Services, ed. Il-Yeong Song et al. (Berlin: Springer, 2008), 228–29, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-540-
87991-6_28. 
10 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations. 
11 Biljon and Renaud, “A Qualitative Study,” 228–29. 
4 
E. RESEARCH DESIGN 
The research project intends to provide important insights for fire service 
professionals about the variables that influence technology acceptance as synthesized from 
the current literature. This literature review focuses on technology acceptance research and 
includes models and theories from cognitive psychology and IS and how each of these 
models/theories identifies variables that influence acceptance. The review, categorized by 
theme, contains all variables that are applicable to the fire service. The models and theories 
examined include IDT, social learning theory, theory of reasoned action (TRA), theory of 
planned behavior (TPB), TAM, TAM 2, TAM 3, and unified theory of acceptance and use 
of technology (UTAUT).  
The previously mentioned models and theories are studied and their variables 
extracted. The variables examined included behavioral intention, perceived ease of use 
(PEU), perceived usefulness (PU), social influence, perceived behavioral control, self-
efficacy, attitude, and extrinsic motivation. The variables were analyzed individually for 
relevance to the fire service by examining their use in comparable environments and in 
consideration of empirical research that identifies the strength of particular relationships. 
For example, technology acceptance that is moderated by the fraternal nature of the fire 
service may have applicable research from acceptance studies within military 
environments that explain the levels of variance in the intention to accept a particular 
technology. Prior empirical work in similar domains that supports certain variables were 
then adapted to create a model for technology acceptance in fire services.  
We test the model constructed from the literature, using a thought experiment, 
while considering a proposed type of information technology. A thought experiment is a 
tool of the mind used to explore ideas in the absence of empirical data.12 Thought 
experiments build on the foundation of previously established and accepted work.13 These 
                                                 
12 James Robert Brown and Yiftach Fehige, “Thought Experiments,” in The Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta, Summer 2017 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University, 2017), 
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/thought-experiment/. 
13 L. D. Introna and E. A. Whitley, “Imagine: Thought Experiments in Information Systems 
Research,” in Information Systems and Qualitative Research, IFIP — The International Federation for 
Information Processing (Springer, Boston, MA, 1997), 492, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-0-387-35309-8_24. 
5 
experiments allow practitioners to conduct experiments that would otherwise be 
impractical.14 The purpose of administering the thought experiment is to test the proposed 
model while examining it through the lens of the author’s professional experience in the 
fire service. The thought experiment is then used to analyze the model, considering face 
validity for efficacy and completeness, and then a revised model is proposed. The first 
thought experiment took the form of a retrospective hypothetical scenario of technology 
implementation. The model was tested by analyzing the implementation with consideration 
of the proposed variables and relationships. One additional relationship was added to the 
model as a result of the initial scenario. A second prospective scenario of technology 
implementation was conducted with consideration of the proposed variables and 
relationships of the resultant model. Conclusions and recommendations for use with the 
new model conclude this research.  
  
                                                 
14 Introna and Whitley, 482. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Researchers from multiple disciplines have developed several explanatory and 
predictive theories and related models to better understand what influences an individual’s 
decision to accept new technology. This literature review contains a broad description of 
explanatory and predictive theories and models that focus on the broader problem of 
individual-level adoption and technology acceptance. The perusal also considers the 
application of the aforementioned theories and models in fire services. A significant gap 
exists in the literature as it relates to technology acceptance in the fire service.  
A. SOCIOLOGY 
Research within the field of sociology has primarily focused on the movement of 
information through the social network. This level of research is valuable because it helps 
us understand how individuals within social networks accept technology. A high-level 
understanding of innovation and acceptance within a group of individuals lays the 
foundation for understanding how and why individuals accept technology. 
1. Innovation Diffusion Theory 
Multiple researchers have contributed to IDT. Rogers summarized IDT as “the 
process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time 
among the members of a social system.”15 Innovation, communication channels, time, and 
social systems all influence IDT.16 Innovations are any new concepts, processes, or objects 
that an individual is exposed to17; communication channels are the routes by which 
individuals pass information to other members of the group18; and social systems are the 
relationships and networks between individuals within a group. Rogers proposed that 
                                                 
15 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations. 35. 
16 Rogers, 35. 
17 Alaa M. Momani and Mamoun Jamous, The Evolution of Technology Acceptance Theories (SSRN 
Scholarly Paper, Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network, April 7, 2017), https://papers.ssrn.com/
abstract=2971454. 
18 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations. 
8 
awareness, interest, evaluation, and trial, represented the steps before final adoption.19 
Rogers first classified and quantified individuals as innovators, early adopters, early 
majority, late majority, or laggards.20 Frank Bass later aggregated the latter four groups as 
“imitators.”21 Rogers identified five attributes of the 2.4% of the population classified as 
“innovators.”22 These attributes, illustrated in Figure 1, are relative advantage, 
compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability.23 Since the latter became the 
basis of the antecedents and variables in the more contemporary adoption and acceptance 
models, they bear closer examination.  
Relative advantage refers to the perception that the innovation is better than its 
predecessor.24 Rogers noted that relative advantage could be either an economic or social 
advantage.25 For example, home computers becoming affordable enough for most families 
to purchase demonstrates an economic advantage. Rogers describes a social advantage as 
the adoption of an innovation to improve perceived social status.26 An example of this 
would be an individual who chooses to upgrade their cell phone with each iteration, 
regardless of the cost.  
Rogers defined compatibility as an individual’s perceptions about whether the 
innovation matches one’s values, experiences, and needs.27 Values may be religious, 
sociocultural, or personal in nature. Experiences guide expectations of compatibility as 
individuals compare the innovation to previously introduced ideas. For example, the 
adoption rate of a new version of software is directly related to its similarity to the previous 
                                                 
19 Rogers, 164. 
20 Rogers, 247. 
21 Frank M. Bass, “A New Product Growth for Model Consumer Durables,” Management Science 15, 
no. 5 (January 1, 1969): 215–27, https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.15.5.215. 







version. Finally, compatibility with needs simply refers to the user’s perceptions about the 
level to which the innovation meets their needs.  
Complexity is the variable that describes perceptions of how difficult the innovation 
is to understand and use.28 Rogers predicted an inverse relationship between complexity 
and adoption rates. An example of this is the adoption rates of telephones versus short wave 
radios. Both provide two-way communication, but the telephones have been more widely 
adopted due to their simplicity.  
Trialability is the opportunity for the user to try out the innovation before 
committing to purchase or adoption.29 Rogers noted that early adopters held more value in 
trialability than later adopters. However, laggards, who by nature are slow to try out new 
ideas, moved from trial to adoption more quickly than early adopters did because they 
simply spent less time in the trialability phase.  
Observability refers to the user’s ability to see the results of the innovation.30 
Rogers held that users were more likely to adopt an innovation if they could see the 
benefits. For this reason, he theorized that hardware innovations would have a higher rate 
of adoption than software innovations.31  
What remains unknown is how information moves through the unique social 
network of the fire service. Is the IDT bell curve of innovation identical for fire 
departments? The social network within a fire department is complex and multilayered. 
Some social bonds―such as those found in companies, shifts, and stations―are obvious, 
but others are not as clear. Firefighters have other lasting social connections from previous 
shift assignments, relationships outside work, and other casual friendships that may be a 
key variable in the flow of innovation through the department.  







Figure 1. Roger’s Innovation Diffusion Theory32 
B. COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 
Research from the field of cognitive psychology focuses on how an individual 
forms beliefs based on interactions with the environment and experiences. These 
interactions shape the individual’s expectations and, therefore, guide behavior. 
Understanding the formation of individual beliefs can lead to a better understanding of 
behavior.  
1. Social Learning Theory 
Albert Bandura initially proposed the social learning theory (SLT), which he later 
modified to the social cognitive theory (SCT) to emphasize the individual’s cognition and 
influence on the social system.33 Figure 2 represents Bandura’s proposed relationships 
                                                 
32 Rogers, 207. 
33 Ali Tarhini et al., “A Critical Review of Theories and Models of Technology Adoption and 
Acceptance in Information System Research,” International Journal of Technology Diffusion (IJTD) 6, no. 
4 (2015): 58–77, https://doi.org/10.4018/IJTD.2015100104. 
11 
between cognitive, behavioral, and environmental variables. Through their own cognition, 
individuals are not merely reactive products of their environment; they are capable of 
making decisions and influencing their social network.34 Bandura proposed that 
individuals learn by observing others’ behaviors and subsequent consequences and then 
process the observation through an interactive triad of variables.35 The triad includes 
personal, behavioral, and environmental determinants. Of particular interest is Bandura’s 
work regarding self-efficacy. Bandura posited that self-efficacy was a product of “personal 
accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological states.”36 In 
his self-efficacy theory, Bandura referred to these four variables as efficacy expectations.  
 
Figure 2. Bandura’s Social Learning Theory37 
                                                 
34 Albert Bandura, “Social Cognitive Theory of Mass Communication,” Media Psychology 3, no. 3 
(August 1, 2001): 265–99, https://doi.org/10.1207/S1532785XMEP0303_03. 
35 Bandura. 
36 Albert Bandura, “Self-Efficacy: Toward a Unifying Theory of Behavioral Change,” Psychological 
Review 84, no. 2 (1977): 191–215, https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-295X.84.2.191. 
37 Albert Bandura, Social Learning Theory (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1977), 35. 
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The first efficacy expectation is personal accomplishments. Successful completion 
of an action improves efficacy, while failure lowers it.38 A pattern of success can build 
resiliency against the occasional failure, but repeated failure will eventually lower efficacy 
even in an established successful individual.39 Once efficacy is established for one task, 
confidence improves for similar tasks and can lead to efficacy in unrelated areas.40 In short, 
efficacy tends to create its own momentum.  
Another efficacy expectation is vicarious experience. People are able to increase or 
decrease efficacy by observing the success or failure of others as well.41 Efficacy 
expectations based on observations may be weaker than those derived from personal 
experience.42 This is at least partly due to perceptions about the skill level disparity 
between the observer and the observed; however, observation of multiple people with 
varying capabilities does increase the likelihood of developing efficacy.43 
Verbal persuasion is one of the most-used methods of attempting to increase 
efficacy due to the relative ease of speech versus demonstration.44 Bandura found that 
efficacy expectations based on verbal persuasion were far weaker than those derived from 
experience. Interestingly, verbal—persuasion when coupled with an opportunity to have a 
successful personal experience—was shown to produce lasting efficacy.45  
The final efficacy expectation is physiological state or emotional arousal. Bandura 
held that anxiety about performing a task lowered efficacy expectations.46 Furthermore, 
the stress response from the expectation of failure heightened the anxiety, further lowering 
efficacy expectations into a spiraling effect. Bandura recommended desensitization by 
                                                 










giving the subject multiple opportunities to observe or attempt the task to lower the 
emotional response and therefore reduce the lowering effect on efficacy.  
Bandura’s model addresses the relationships between individuals and their social 
networks. However, SLT and SCT stop short of assigning weighted value to the variables 
due to the specific work and/or social environment type. Physiological states are of interest 
in fire service studies due to the inherent emotional arousal of emergency operations. 
Further work is needed to address how these models can be applied to the fire service.  
2. Theory of Reasoned Action 
Research within the field of cognitive psychology has focused on attitude and 
subjective norms. In the theory of TRA, shown in Figure 3, Ajzen and Fishbein state that 
one’s attitude about a behavior and subjective norms directly influence behavioral intention 
and, therefore, the behavior itself. Behavioral intention is described as how ready a subject 
is to perform a given behavior.47 Subjective norms are the pressures from peers and other 
outsiders that influence an individual’s desire to perform a behavior.48 Ajzen and Fishbein 
also state that salient beliefs and normative beliefs make up the evaluative process.49 
Salient beliefs are perceptions of how the behavior will influence outcomes, whether 
positive or negative.50 Salient beliefs are at the forefront of an individual’s mind and 
directly influence attitude. Normative beliefs are perceptions of how others will think of 
the behavior.51 Normative beliefs form the basis for subjective norms.  
Further research is required on how attitudes and subjective norms in the fire 
service affect behavioral intent. Attitudes toward new ideas from leadership in general vary 
                                                 
47 Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen, Predicting and Changing Behavior : The Reasoned Action 
Approach (Psychology Press, 2011), https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203838020, 20. 
48 Fishbein and Ajzen, 20. 
49 Fishbein and Ajzen, 20. 
50 Al-Suqri, and Al-Aufi, 188. 
51 Al-Suqri, and Al-Aufi, 188. 
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greatly across the fire service but are often contagious.52 Attitude and behavioral intention 
may be a more significant variable due to the communicable nature of attitude within the 
fire service.  
 
Figure 3. Fishbein and Ajzen’s Theory of Reasoned Action53 
3. Theory of Planned Behavior 
In further cognitive psychology research, Ajzen modified TRA to develop the TPB, 
which added perceived behavioral control to the equation of TRA. TPB, as shown in Figure 
4, adds the variable perceived behavioral control to TRA. Perceived behavioral control is 
one’s belief about the difficulty of the task and one’s ability to complete a task. Ajzen 
points to “attitude, personality traits, social norms and values, and environmental 
conditions” as predictors of behavior.54  
                                                 
52 Eddie Buchanan and Scott Thompson, “It’s All about Attitude,” Fire Engineering, July 1, 2004, 
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Anthony Rowett Jr., “Attitude: The Driving Force in the Fire Service,” Fire Engineering, May 28, 2018, 
https://www.firefighternation.com/articles/2017/07/attitude-the-driving-force-in-the-fire-service.html. 
53 Fishbein and Ajzen, Predicting and Changing Behavior. 
54 Icek Ajzen, “The Theory of Planned Behavior,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision 
Processes, Theories of Cognitive Self-Regulation, 50, no. 2 (December 1, 1991): 179–211, https://doi.org/
10.1016/0749-5978(91)90020-T. 
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In TPB, Ajzen proposes that “behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control 
beliefs guide behavior.”55 Behavioral beliefs are the subject’s expectation that the behavior 
will yield the anticipated result.56 Behavioral beliefs give rise to “attitude towards the 
behavior.”57 Normative beliefs are perceptions of the expectations of peers and peer groups 
and generate subjective norms.58 Control beliefs are perceptions about the factors that 
affect the individual’s ability to complete the behavior. Ajzen proposed that “control beliefs 
produce perceived behavioral control.”59 In TPB, attitude, behavioral control, and 
subjective norms are the variables that yield behavioral intention. Ajzen accepts that 
behavioral intention leads to behavior. 
Ajzen’s extension of TRA, to include PBC, adds an important facet to the model. 
In addition to salient and normative beliefs, TPB considers perceptions about the difficulty 
of the behavior. Ajzen recognized that not all factors surrounding completing a task were 
within the control of the individual.60 Furthermore, individuals are well aware of this fact; 
however, the individual assessment of the difficulty is subjective.  
TRA and TPB are generalized behavior models. While they have been applied to 
the use of technology and innovation, their scope is much broader. These models apply to 
nearly all human behaviors from buying a car to seeking a new job. For the purposes of 
general technology acceptance, TRA and TPB are useful to help understand the underlying 
psychological drivers for decision-making. However, a more specific model for the fire 
service is required to better understand decisions about the use of technology. Firefighters 
work in a unique environment and, therefore, may make decisions based on different types 
of experiences than the general population. Firefighters work in tightly organized teams, 
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indicating that subjective norms could have a greater influence on decision-making than 
those who work independently. Further research is required to better understand the 
magnitude of social influence on firefighter behavior. 
 
Figure 4. Theory of Planned Behavior61 
C. INFORMATION SCIENCES 
While the fields of sociology and cognitive psychology focus on commonalities of 
groups and individuals accepting new ideas and behaviors, technology acceptance research 
in the field of IS focuses more narrowly on individual acceptance of technological 
innovations. The goal of IS research is to better understand the elements of acceptance and, 
in turn, to facilitate acceptance. IS research draws on both sociology and cognitive 
psychology research to formulate a lineage of models.  
1. TAM 
TAM was originally developed by Fred Davis and later modified by countless 
contributors. The original goal of TAM was twofold: to gain a better understanding of the 
technology acceptance process and to serve as a tool to help designers and implementers 
                                                 
61 Ajzen. 
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evaluate new products prior to implementation. Davis’s initial theoretical framework 
proposed that system features influenced individual users’ motivation, which in turn, 
affected system use.62 Davis drew on Fishbein and Ajzen’s empirical work in the field of 
psychology to develop his theoretical model for the field of IS. Davis referenced the 
“Fishbein Model,” pointing out three core formulas. The first formula states that behavior 
is the direct result of intention, which is a sum of attitude and social influence.63 The 
second formula indicates that perceived consequences of a behavior multiplied by the 
evaluations of the consequences yields attitude.64 The final Fishbein formula adds that 
subjective norms can be calculated by multiplying an individual’s perceived peer 
expectations by the motivation to meet those expectations.65 Davis’s model, shown in 
Figure 5, further proposes that behavioral intention is the product of PEU and PU.66 Later 
research has shown there is a significant social influence on the PEU and PU.67 PEU is the 
individual’s feelings about how much effort the technology will be to use.68 PU is the 
individual’s level to which the individual believes the technology will help them do their 
job.69  
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66 McCord, Technology Acceptance Model, 306. 
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Figure 5. Davis’s Technology Acceptance Model70 
Additional research is needed to distinguish the effect of social influence in 
fraternal organizations. The fire service carries a tradition of a fraternal culture that can be 
traced to its inception and the social influence within fraternal organizations may be a 
critical variable due to the highly social network of relationships.  
2. TAM 2 and TAM 3 
Venkatesh and Davis later added to the core of TAM to create technology 
acceptance model 2 (TAM 2) by removing attitude and defining the external variables and 
their relationships to other variables. TAM 2 proposed that subjective norm, image, job 
relevance, output quality, and results demonstrability were direct antecedents of 
usefulness.71 They further posited that subjective norm had a direct influence on intention 
with experience and voluntariness as modifiers.72  
Venkatesh subsequently defined the antecedents of ease of use as a process of 
anchoring and adjustment.73 Anchoring and adjustment is a heuristic used by individuals 
to make estimates about uncertain outcomes based on limited experience and 
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information.74 Tversky and Kahneman described the heuristic anchoring and adjustment 
as time efficient but predictably errant.75 Venkatesh proposed that individuals shape their 
system-specific perceptions (anchors) about ease of use based on control, motivation, and 
emotion.76 The individuals then adjust their perceptions based on experiences with the 
specific system.77 
3. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
Venkatesh et al. developed the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology 
as a hybrid model to include research across the fields of sociology, psychology, and IS. 
The authors drew on eight established models: 
• the theory of reasoned action 
• the TAM 
• the motivational model 
• the theory of planned behavior 
• a model combining the technology acceptance model and the theory of 
planned behavior 
• the model of PC [personal computer] utilization 
• the innovation diffusion theory 
• the social cognitive theory78 
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They noted that the field of technology acceptance had become an increasingly 
important area of interest for nearly all businesses and work environments.79 Furthermore, 
these business leaders had to choose between behavioral, sociological, and technology 
acceptance models to make decisions. The developers of unified UTAUT designed the 
model to be an all-inclusive, one-stop shop for business leaders to be able to predict 
acceptance of technology by employees and customers. 
After review of the eight models, the authors recognized five limitations of prior 
models. First, the previously studied technologies were too simple. Second, the subjects of 
previous studies were primarily students, as opposed to employees in a work environment. 
Third, many of the tests had been conducted after acceptance or rejection instead of during 
the decision-making process. Fourth, the existing work had focused on cross-sectional 
studies instead of longitudinal studies. Fifth, the body of work primarily centered on 
voluntary environments. In response to these limitations, the developers conducted their 
longitudinal studies across multiple types of organizations during the acceptance process 
in both voluntary and mandatory settings.80  
UTAUT, shown in Figure 6, maintains the well-established foundation of 
technology acceptance models, which is that behavioral intention is the direct antecedent 
of use. The authors of UTAUT added depth to the acceptance model as well as observing 
non-students in mandatory use settings. However, the model continues to be generalized 
for use by a broad range of business leaders.  
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Figure 6. Venkatesh’s Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 
Technology81 
4. Literature Summary 
In summary, the various established models cover a broad range of social, 
psychological, and behavioral variables. These known variables include but are not limited 
to innovativeness, attitude, self-efficacy, peer influence, social norms, personality traits, 
and environmental conditions. Unfortunately, these models are not one size fits all and may 
not adequately represent the unique environment of the fire service, which is why further 
research is warranted to more appropriately apply the existing research.  
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III. SYNTHESIS OF EXISTING WORK 
In Chapter II, we presented a literature review on technology acceptance research, 
organized into three disciplines: sociology, cognitive psychology, and IS. The literature 
review included summarizations of seminal models from each discipline. This chapter 
explores the relationships of that research across those disciplines. The streams of research, 
which are related to the problem of technology acceptance, have formed a woven cord of 
converging, diverging, and parallel trajectories. Classifying these pathways strictly by their 
disciplines provides a useful typology for understanding the evolution of thinking on the 
problem of technology adoption and acceptance within each thread of literature. However, 
evidenced in the range of theories represented in the literature is the problem of technology 
acceptance is transdisciplinary. Another approach, for this author’s purpose, is to find the 
common empirically supported relationships that exist between variables across the 
identified threads of literature in this study. 
A. COMMON THEMES IN RESEARCH THREADS 
A transdisciplinary review of technology acceptance literature reveals a multitude 
of variables that can be classified into three groups. The first group of variables relates to 
an individual’s beliefs and perceptions about their own capabilities. The second group of 
variables relates to both perceived and actual influence of the social group on the 
individual. The final group of variables encompasses the individual’s perceptions about the 
environment and how it affects their ability to perform a given task.  
One commonly recognized variable related to capability perceptions is self-
efficacy. Bandura recognized that an individual’s beliefs about their own capabilities 
affected their behavior,82 and defined perceived self-efficacy as, “people’s beliefs about 
their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over 
events that affect their lives.”83 Perceived self-efficacy should not be conflated with the 
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closely related variable perceived behavioral control (PBC), which refers to an individual’s 
beliefs about the ability to perform a task as mediated by variables beyond the individual’s 
control.84 Venkatesh and Bala proposed self-efficacy as one of the anchoring variables of 
PEU in their development of TAM 3.85  
The actual and perceived influence of the social group on an individual is another 
common theme among technology acceptance researchers. Bandura proposed social norms 
and influence as variables of learning in social learning theory.86 Social influence, as 
described by Bandura, occurs through either observation or instruction.87 Fishbein 
considered this influence in the development of TRA as well. Fishbein referred the 
influence of the peer group as subjective norm.88 Subjective norm remained a variable 
through the development of theory of planned behavior and TAM 3. Venkatesh merged 
subjective norm, social factors, and image into social influence in the development of 
UTAUT.89 For the purposes of UTAUT, Venkatesh defined social influence as “the degree 
to which an individual perceives that important others believe he or she should use the new 
system.”90  
The final common theme is a group of variables that relate to the individual’s 
perceptions about their environment and its effect on their ability to complete a task. In his 
SCT, Bandura considered community access to be one of the environmental determinants 
of behavior.91 In the development of TAM 3, Venkatesh proposed the variable perceptions 
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of external control (facilitating conditions).92 Generally, facilitating conditions refer to 
those variables that are outside of the control of the individual and the social group.  
B. FOUNDATIONAL ACCEPTANCE MODEL 
Davis’s TAM proposed that the variables PEU and PU heavily influenced 
behavioral intention.93 Venkatesh’s empirical work supports Davis’s model, including 
PEU and PU, as antecedents of behavioral intention and behavioral intention as the 
antecedent of use.94 This model accounts for 40% of the variance between intention and 
use.95 A large body of empirical work has identified a strong relationship between 
behavioral intention and use.96 Venkatesh and Davis’s empirical work in a longitudinal 
study of mandatory and voluntary environments using different systems in varied contexts 
found strong support for the relationship between behavioral intention and use.97 Ajzen, 
in his 2002 paper “Perceived Behavioral Control, Self-Efficacy, Locus of Control, and the 
Theory of Planned Behavior, assumed that behavioral intention was the direct antecedent 
of use when he stated “given a sufficient degree of actual control over the behavior, people 
are expected to carry out their intentions when the opportunity arises.”98 Due to the large 
body of support upholding Davis’s original TAM, the model continues to serve as the 
foundational model for technology acceptance.  
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C. APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE RESEARCH 
Many fields have applied technology acceptance research to their unique 
environments.99 These environments include, but are not limited to, educational 
institutions (students and faculty), business offices, medical facilities, and the military.100 
These studies show that each environment has a specialized context that affects the weight 
of the acceptance variables.101 The fire service shares specific aspects with several of the 
previously studied environments and a closer look at the connection between contextual 
aspects of unique environments and the specific acceptance variables provide the necessary 
background to form a model specific to the fire service.  
Levy and Green’s 2009 study of U.S. Navy personnel examined the applicability 
of TAM and computer self-efficacy (CSE) to combat information systems.102 The study 
found that the models were valid and that the context of combat affected the weight of the 
antecedent variables.103 In combat, PU and CSE continued to be applicable, while PEU 
had significantly lower importance.104 Users reported high comfort levels with the 
technology when meaningful training was provided and low comfort levels when they were 
only provide with user manuals.105 This study provides evidence that users are willing to 
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compromise ease of use in high stress environments as long as they receive adequate 
training and the technology is perceived to be useful.  
Stinchcomb and Ordaz’s 2007 case study on a merger of a law enforcement agency 
with a fire department indicated that organizational culture plays a significant role in 
influencing members’ behavior.106 Organizational culture may be an even stronger factor 
in governmental organizations because they have less ability to guide behavior with merit-
based rewards and accountability measures.107 Baigent notes that there can be competing 
cultures within the same organization.108 For example, firefighters generally want to be 
considered “good firefighters,” but different cultural constructs within the organization 
may define that term differently.109 While some firefighters place value on having soiled, 
melted helmets as a sign of experience, other groups see this as unnecessary risk-taking 
and exposure to carcinogens. Culture is one example of the social pressures that make up 
the variable called subjective norm.110 
Many organizations have used technology acceptance research over the last two 
decades to assist with the advent of electronic healthcare records (EHR) in hospital settings 
as well as pre-hospital emergency medical service (EMS) settings.111 One study used 
TAM and TPB to examine physicians’ attitudes toward EHR.112 The study found that TPB 
was a better fit for predicting physician use of EHR, with emphasis on attitude and 
perceived control as influential variables.113 Although firefighters generally work in teams 
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in a paramilitary hierarchy, firefighter/paramedics who provide emergency medical 
treatment are similar to physicians in that they both act independently and autonomously. 
Furthermore, nearly all firefighter/paramedics presently use some form of EHR. Incident 
commanders of large-scale incidents also operate with autonomy. In all, this study does 
offer a useful comparison for the fire service.  
Multiple studies have shown that TAM is a good fit for predicting enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) software.114 One such study showed a very strong relationship 
between computer self-efficacy, design features, PEU, and PU.115 ERP software serves 
diverse work groups with different missions in variable environments. It is often sprawling 
and multifaceted to allow it to serve different divisions of a company while integrating data 
from multiple sources. For these reasons, work from the field of ERP is valuable to validate 
TAM as an overarching model. However, the research is too generalized to provide a 
precise comparison to the fire service.  
D. SYNTHESIS OF KEY CONCEPTS AND VARIABLES 
Within the disciplines of sociology, cognitive psychology, and IS, researchers have 
pointed to dozens of technology acceptance variables over the years. This synthesis 
represents well-supported key concepts and variables across the three referent disciplines. 
Each variable represents a unique element that influences technology acceptance behavior; 
however, some variables can be operationalized in a manner that may generate some level 
of covariance. 
1. Behavioral Intention 
The aim of technology acceptance research is to explain the acceptance of a 
technology within a population. Some studies have focused on broad, generalizable models 
while others have focused on specific technologies in specific populations. The 
foundational indicator of acceptance is the use of the technology. A large body of work 
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supports behavioral intention as the precursor of use.116 Behavioral intention is an 
individual’s perceived likelihood to engage in a given behavior and is synonymous with 
“actual use.” Therefore, behavioral intention is a reliable predictor of actual use.  
Studies have considered dozens of independent variables that influence behavioral 
intention. Two of the most commonly supported predictors of behavioral intention are PEU 
and PU. PU and PEU have been validated in multiple settings and for the purposes of this 
thesis, will be considered to be generalizable.117 While a generalizable model is a useful 
starting place, specific fields must establish reliable predictive antecedents for the user 
groups, environments, and technologies they wish to study.118 While the fire service is a 
unique environment, the core predictor of behavior remains to be behavioral intention.  
2. Perceived Ease of Use 
In his paper, “User Acceptance of Information Technology,” Venkatesh et al. 
define PEU as “the extent to which a person believes that using the system will be free of 
effort.”119 The easier a technology is to use at the outset, the more likely a user is to 
continue using it. Venkatesh proposed that anchoring and adjustment formed the basis for 
which individuals formed perceptions of ease of use.120 Venkatesh offered computer self-
efficacy, computer anxiety, computer playfulness, and perceptions of external control as 
the anchors for these perceptions.121 For the purposes of this project, self-efficacy, anxiety, 
and computer playfulness are referenced collectively as computer self-efficacy. While fire 
service personnel may place less emphasis on PEU than PU, PEU remains to be an 
important variable of behavioral intent. 
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3. Perceived Usefulness  
In his 2003 paper, “User Acceptance of Information Technology,” Venkatesh et al. 
define PU as “the extent to which a person believes that using the system will enhance his 
or her job performance.”122 PEU has a direct influence on PU.123 Fishbein and 
subsequently Davis posited that multiple external variables or “design features” affected 
PEU and PU.124 These external variables carry different weight depending on mitigating 
factors like age, gender, and experience.125 For example, if older individuals are less likely 
to be influenced by a social group, social influence is mitigated by age. While these factors 
may explain the variance in acceptance, they are beyond the control of fire service 
administrators. While the demographic composition of the fire service does change over 
time, it changes slowly. This means that a cross-section of the fire service over the course 
of a few years would yield a steady similar pattern of age, gender, and experience. Since 
these mitigating factors are static within the fire service, they need no further exploration 
in this project. Diversity variables such as age, gender, and experience may explain 
variance of acceptance, but manipulation of these variables would be counterintuitive and 
potentially unethical. Levy and Green found that in naval combat environments, PU had a 
much stronger correlation with behavioral intention than PEU.126 This indicates that these 
individuals were willing to compromise PEU for PU in this specific environment. PU is 
well established in both empirical and theoretical work as a strong predictor of both 
behavioral intention and use.  
4. Social Influence 
Social influence has taken slightly different forms over the years in different models 
of acceptance. Social support, peer influence, subjective norm, and social norm are several 
closely related variables. Researchers took different approaches to explain the role of social 
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influence. Some focused on the leaders who were influencing the group, while others 
studied the traits of the individuals receiving the influence. However, social influence is 
not a one-way street.  
The following theories illustrate the factors that affect technology acceptance. 
Bandura posited, in “Social Cognitive Theory of Mass Communication,” that 
individuals not only received influence but also influenced their social networks.127 While 
some influencers may carry more weight, all members are capable of influencing other 
members.  
Rogers proposed innovations diffused through social systems.128 He further 
pointed to opinion leaders as influencers of the diffusion of innovations.129 In the “two-
step flow model,” opinion leaders receive information from the media and then distribute 
the information to their sphere of influence.130 Rogers noted that once opinion leaders 
adopted an innovation, the overall group adoption began increasing exponentially.131 
Rogers also explored the idea of homophily and heterophily. Homophily is the degree to 
which members of a group share common traits. Heterophily, the opposite of homophily, 
refers to the differences between members of a group. Communication flows more rapidly 
in homophilic groups because the members share common traits that facilitate dialogue.132 
Likewise, communication over time increases the homophily between members. Rogers 
proposed that homophily actually slowed the diffusion of innovation through a population 
because it created silos within the population.133 Heterophilic communication bonds are 
more important for the conduction of ideas than the more common hemophilic bonds. 
Communication networks play an important role in the diffusion of ideas. Rogers’s work 
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is specifically applicable to the fire service due to the type of organization and social 
structure of the networks.  
Ajzen described subjective norm as “the perceived social pressure to perform or 
not to perform the behavior.”134 Both TRA and TPB established subjective norm as a 
reliable predictor of behavioral intent. Subjective norm may have a stronger relationship 
with behavioral intent in labor organizations.135  
Kelman described social influence as a set of three processes that affect attitude: 
“compliance, identification, and internalization.”136 Compliance is the acceptance of 
influence in return for a favorable reaction from an individual or group, identification is 
the acceptance of influence to maintain a relationship with an individual or group, and 
internalization is acceptance of influence because it aligns with the individual’s internal 
values.137  
Firefighters develop heuristics to aid in rapid decision-making.138 One example is 
the decision whether to use emergency lights and sirens on calls with limited information 
from the dispatcher.139 Based on personal experience and peer influence, a firefighter 
responding to a fire alarm sounding may choose not to expose the crew and community to 
the risk of responding emergency status. If the firefighter arrives on the scene to find a 
locked structure with a fire alarm sounding and no smoke showing, they must make another 
decision. Should they damage the property by breaching the door to investigate whether 
there is a fire or wait for a key holder? In his discussion of bounded rationality, Gigerenzer 
describes this process as satisficing. Satisficing is quickly considering options by running 
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them through a brief thought experiment and then choosing the first one that meets the 
threshold of expected success. 
These dilemmas are subjective and relatable to a firefighter’s decision to accept a 
new technology. The firefighter responding to the fire alarm has developed their heuristics 
from experiences with previous fire alarms and from mentors and peers. Likewise, the 
firefighter’s initial reaction to a new technology is influenced by previous experiences and 
peer influence. They must make a decision while facing an uncertain outcome. If 
experiences with fire department technology have been negative, they will be more likely 
to resist acceptance. Due to the highly social aspect of the fire service, sociological 
influence may influence heuristics within the cognitive psychology domain.  
There are multiple factors that make the fire service a unique work environment 
and many of these factors are sociological in nature. The fire service culture is fraternal 
and intimately social. The organizational structure is a paramilitary hierarchy with closely 
knit companies that communicate and work with adjacent companies. The social and 
structural networks often create different narratives and counter narratives. Formal leaders, 
informal leaders, or both can influence individuals. Company officers are the formal 
leaders, while the informal leaders are senior firefighters who have earned the respect of 
their peers without becoming an officer.  
Within the modern fire service there exists a clash of cultures as fire departments 
trend toward incorporating EMS units. The paramilitary model of the fire service with rigid 
hierarchal structures of rank discourages questioning authority. In contrast, contemporary 
EMS departments employ a flatter span of control and encourage innovation and 
freethinking. This dichotomy is important to note when assessing the social influences of 
technology acceptance as it polarizes the fire service population.  
The technology acceptance variable of social influence encompasses previously 
studied variables like subjective norm and culture. Due to the social nature of the fire 
service, social influence may have a stronger relationship with behavioral intention than in 
other populations. Many paid fire departments in the United States work under labor 
contracts and labor/management relationships are inherently adversarial and sometimes 
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even contentious. In states that require annual bargaining for policy, benefits, pay, and 
working conditions, the relationship between management and labor representatives can 
turn into a culture of mistrust.140 The culture of mistrust is exemplified by an “us versus 
them” attitude, which improves sub-group cohesion but hinders the overall cooperation 
within the department. The culture of mistrust has a negative impact on technology 
acceptance when management introduces an innovation to the members of the labor 
organization. As a result, members, who perceive that management does not have their best 
interest in mind, are skeptical of changes management introduces.  
A significant amount of technology acceptance research has focused on settings 
that allow the user a choice to use the product. In contrast with the open market, the fire 
service is a mandatory setting. Mandatory settings are those in which users are required to 
use a product as a condition of their employment. Research has shown that failure to accept 
technology in mandatory settings can result in underutilization, resentment, and even 
sabotage.141 Research in open markets did not support attitude as a predictor of use; 
however, work done in mandatory fields did indicate that attitude played a role in use.142 
5. Perceived Behavioral Control 
PBC is an individual’s perception of the difficulty of performing a behavior.143 
PBC also describes the individual’s perceptions of their control over the behavior.144 PBC 
is further deconstructed into self-efficacy, which are beliefs about one’s ability to perform 
a task, and facilitating condition, which are beliefs about the environment’s effect on one’s 
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ability to perform a task.145 Facilitating conditions are resources needed to perform the 
behavior, including time, money, and technological capability.146 For the purposes of IS 
technology, facilitating conditions are further subdivided into resources outside the 
technology and the internal features within the technology.147 The outside resources for 
work environments include training as well as logistical and technical support. The internal 
features of the technology are the features and adaptability of the technology itself.  
6. Self-Efficacy 
Self-efficacy is one’s level of confidence in being able to perform a given task. 
Bandura described efficacy and its antecedents in Social Learning Theory. Efficacy 
expectations reduce anxiety about performing a task, but more importantly, they influence 
how much effort an individual is willing to exert to complete the task. Higher efficacy 
results in a higher level of effort toward performing a task. Bandura noted that 
“performance accomplishments are the strongest predictor of efficacy expectations.”148 
Repeated success in similar tasks improves efficacy while failures will diminish efficacy. 
Vicarious experience is another predictor of efficacy expectations.149 Individuals 
observing perceived risky behavior without consequence will be more likely to engage in 
the behavior. Verbal persuasion is a commonly used but weaker antecedent of efficacy 
expectations.150 In the fire service, it is common for members to try to talk other members 
into feeling more confident about a task. But as previously mentioned, verbal persuasion 
was the weakest variable of efficacy expectations.151 The final antecedent of efficacy 
expectations that Bandura proposed is emotional arousal. Physiological manifestations of 
fear have a strong negative relationship with self-efficacy. Levy and Green made a strong 
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case for the influence that self-efficacy has on PU and PEU.152 Research has established 
computer self-efficacy as a reliable predictor of behavioral intent as related to information 
systems use.153  
7. Attitude 
Attitude is the user’s feelings or desire toward using a technology. Attitude is a 
product of personal experiences and social influences.154 Several models have used 
attitude and behavioral intention as the direct antecedent to system use. Some have used 
one or the other, while others have proposed that attitude is the precursor to behavioral 
intention. Davis established attitude as a function of PEU and PU with the product being 
system use in the original TAM.155 Venkatesh replaced attitude with behavioral intention 
in TAM 3.156 More recent work places attitude in sequence as a predictor of behavioral 
intention.157  
8. Extrinsic Motivation 
Davis defined extrinsic motivation as “the perception that users will want to 
perform an activity because it is perceived to be instrumental in achieving valued outcomes 
that are distinct from the activity itself, such as improved job performance, pay, or 
promotions.”158 An example of this variable would be an organization using a specific 
software in a promotional process. The promoters would be motivated to learn to use and 
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become proficient with the software. In order for extrinsic motivation to be a reliable 
variable, the user must realize the connection between use of the technology and a return 
of some benefit beyond the use of the technology. It is possible for managers to 
manufacture extrinsic motivation by creating opportunities tied to the acceptance and use 
of a target technology. Extrinsic motivation may be a more important variable in non-
mandatory settings since acceptance carries a greater likelihood of favor, advantage, and 
promotion in those environments. Brown posits that in mandatory settings, the only choice 
is how wholeheartedly the user accepts the technology.159 In mandatory settings like the 
fire service, acceptance assessments may rely more on intrinsic motivation.  
The previously discussed variables from the fields of sociology, cognitive 
psychology, and IS, are not all-inclusive. However, they represent a summarization and 
synthesis of the variables that are valuable to the understanding of technology acceptance 
within the fire service. After an examination and synthesis of existing literature, the next 
step is to develop a TAM for the fire service.  
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IV. DEVELOPING A TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL 
FOR THE FIRE SERVICE 
The goal of this thesis is to develop a model that applies existing technology 
acceptance research to the fire service by understanding which variables are relevant to the 
firefighter population and its operating environment. One important difference between the 
fire service population and the general population is the time-sensitive nature of emergency 
service. In emergency environments, individuals use the representativeness heuristics, 
availability, and anchoring and adjustment to make decisions.160 Firefighters work in a 
high-stress environment and must make lifesaving decisions under austere conditions. 
Firefighters making decisions in time sensitive-situations do not consider multiple options 
but instead rely heavily on prior experience.161 Klein, in his recognition-primed decision 
model, posits that fire commanders run brief mental simulations to find a solution to a 
problem and select the first one that has a positive outcome in the simulation.162 A 
firefighter’s assessment of any technology hinges on their expectations of how the 
innovation will perform in a time-sensitive situation. Firefighters tend to accept technology 
that has been established a priori as reliable and easy to use under times of crisis. The 
majority of technology acceptance research has focused on technology acceptance in a non-
emergency environment.  
Firefighters also consider whether they will be able to remember how to use the 
technology when under high stress. Firefighters may go weeks between using some types 
of technology in an emergency so they may have a strong affinity for intuitive systems that 
are easy to use and familiar. 
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A. THEORETICAL BASIS 
Existing, generalized models provide a foundation upon which to build a TAM for 
the fire service. The seminal models have been applied to several work environments. 
Similarities and differences between the fire service environment and other disciplines are 
considered.  
There is a significant volume of empirical work on the problem of technology 
acceptance from the domain of IS that supports the efficacy of the relationships between 
PEU, PU, and behavioral intention. Likewise, the same body of research from IS strongly 
supports the relationship between behavioral intention and actual use. The variables that 
influence PEU and PU usefulness are more dynamic depending on the environment. Since 
the purpose of this research is to develop a specific model for the fire service, relatively 
static variables like age, gender, and ethnicity are not be represented in this model. These 
variables remain relatively stable and are outside of the influence of technology developers 
and administrators. Based on the aforementioned, the current model development builds 
upon and extends the foundational behavioral intention models, such as the TRA and 
related TAM in developing a model to explain technology acceptance in the fire services. 
Working from these foundational models, the next step is to identify the antecedents 
of the core variables that are relevant to the fire service environment. Researchers have 
proposed a large number of variables in different disciplines as antecedents of technology 
acceptance. A common theme in the majority of proposed variables is that they are 
perceptions or beliefs held by the individual. These perceptions can be divided into two 
general categories: beliefs about one’s own ability and beliefs about outside factors. The 
underlying beliefs specific to firefighters and their environment guide the selection of 
antecedents for the proposed model.  
In comparing the fire service to other work environments, there are several 
similarities. Most work environments use some type of information systems technology. 
As the research on PEU and PU implies, individuals want the technology to be helpful and 
easy to use. PEU has some variances in different fields, specifically in professional and 
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highly technical environments. For example, users in highly technical fields are willing to 
compromise ease of use for function.163  
When considering differences between the fire environment and other work 
environments, the most obvious is that firefighters work in the emergency environment. 
The emergency environment requires members to have a high degree of confidence in 
themselves, their equipment, and their coworkers. Another important difference is that 
firefighters operate as a team and live together in highly social networks. While some other 
work environments may involve teamwork, few involve living together for twenty-four 
hours or more at a time. Firefighters not only work and train as a team, but they eat, 
exercise, and share leisure time together. This additional socialization adds an important 
layer to the social aspect of the environment. 
B. PROPOSED MODEL 
There is a compelling volume of research to support TAM as a foundational model. 
TAM 2, TAM 3, and UTAUT provided additional variables and antecedents that improve 
accuracy. The proposed model accepts the foundational model but challenges that some of 
the antecedents in the successor models are more or less applicable to the fire service. The 
proposed model was developed by reviewing the literature on both generalized models of 
technology acceptance and the application of those models in other work environments. 
The core of Davis’s TAM was appropriated into the proposed model, while the antecedents 
were drawn from the literature.  
Two of the most salient cultural constructs in the fire service are self-confidence 
and fraternity. In this case, fraternity is gender neutral, meaning kinship or mutual support 
within a group. In order to work effectively in austere environments, firefighters must feel 
confident in their abilities. Likewise, they must have confidence that their peers will 
perform in critical situations. The reliance on one another and an intimate working 
environment fosters strong bonds among firefighters. Self-confidence and fraternity run 
parallel with the hypothetical grouping of antecedents of technology acceptance into 
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internal and external beliefs. Self-confidence represents internal beliefs, while fraternity 
represents external beliefs.  
Researchers of different aspects of the fire service have recognized self-confidence 
and fraternity as prevalent constructs within the culture. A study of transformational 
leadership within the fire service recognized self-efficacy and group cohesion as core 
concepts.164 Another study about the factors that influence incident command success on 
the fire scene recognized self-confidence and mutual trust as two of the five major 
contributors.165 Work in the field of psychology showed that firefighters with low self-
efficacy and social support were more likely to experience traumatic stress and 
depression.166 The collective work of multiple disciplines reveals the two common themes 
of self-efficacy/self-confidence and some type of social influence.  
Two important technology acceptance variables that relate to self-confidence are 
perceived behavioral control and self-efficacy. Self-efficacy captures the individual’s 
assessment of their own ability, while perceived behavioral control encompasses the 
individual’s perceptions about their control over the behavior. Self-efficacy asks the 
question, “Do I have the skills, knowledge, and ability to complete the task?” Perceived 
behavioral control asks, “How much control do I have over the task?” 
One important variable that applies to external beliefs of technology acceptance in 
the fire service is social influence. Social influence refers to any variable that derives from 
what the individual believes others in the peer group think and/or how that will affect the 
individual’s standing in the group. The variable social influence encompasses the 
previously defined variables’ subjective norm, normative beliefs, social factors, and image. 
These variable definitions vary, but they all refer to the influence from peers in the group. 
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Since the fire service values fraternal relationships and group cohesion, social influence is 
a significant factor in technology acceptance.  
The proposed research model in Figure 7 represents the synthesis of reviewed 
literature regarding technology acceptance. The proposed relationships are represented 
with an arrow and an assigned “R” number. Each relationship was assessed in two 
categories: strength of relationship and contextual relevance. The strength of relationship 
is based on the body of empirical support in other fields. The contextual relevance is an 
assessment of how similar the fields studied are to the fire service.  
  
Figure 7. Proposed Research Model 
(1) R1: Self-Efficacy → Perceived Ease of Use 
There is significant empirical support of self-efficacy as an antecedent of 
technology acceptance. A study by Atif et al. in the academic field found significant 
relationships between self-efficacy and PEU (R1) as well as between social influences and 
intention (R5). In this 2011 Australian study, a population consisting of university 
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professors was surveyed by questionnaire about their experiences using curriculum-
mapping software.167 R1 was further confirmed in a study by Reinicke and Marakas of 
business school students’ use of email and statistical software in which senior university 
students were queried about their perceptions with an online questionnaire.168 Venkatesh’s 
longitudinal study spanned three work environments, which included a retail electronics 
store help desk, a real estate market, and a financial services payroll department. In each 
of the three fields, R1 consistently showed a strong causal effect.169 The three fields were 
selected to improve heterogeneity. The most compelling comparator for the fire service 
was a study conducted by Levy and Green in the U.S. Navy, which further supported self-
efficacy as an antecedent to PEU.170 The body of empirical work representing the 
relationship between self-efficacy and PEU is statistically significant. Similarities between 
Navy and fire service environments include close-proximity situations in time-sensitive 
and life-threatening conditions over extended shift structures. Due to these similarities, the 
study of Navy personnel gives R1 a high degree of contextual relevance.  
(2) R2: Self-Efficacy → Behavioral Intention 
A 2006 Taiwanese study by Jen-Her Wu et al. of mobile healthcare software use 
by physicians, nurses, and technicians measured the relationship between self-efficacy and 
intention (R2).171 The study found moderate empirical support for the relationship. This 
work in the medical field provides contextual relevance due to parallels between the 
medical field and the fire service. Physicians, nurses, and technicians in the healthcare 
setting work as a collaborative, hierarchal team in time-sensitive and often life-threatening 
scenarios. The shift structures for medical staff are often twelve hours long as opposed to 
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the twenty-four hours for most firefighters. The shift length still provides some comparison 
due to its extension beyond the eight-hour shift of many business settings. A large 2010 
Saudi Arabian study by Alenezi et al. on Internet learning programs used by college 
students also empirically supported R2.172 While this study provides empirical support for 
the relationship, it does not contribute to the contextual relevance.  
(3) R3: Facilitating Conditions → Perceived Ease of Use 
The role of facilitating conditions in technology acceptance has also been supported 
in multiple fields. One challenge in using facilitating conditions as a variable is that it 
generalizes several other similar but unique variables. However, since the goal of this 
model is to help fire service administrators better understand the variables that influence 
technology acceptance, it is appropriate to include the variables for which they likely have 
the most control. Administrators ultimately have the most control over facilitating 
conditions like training, access to resources, and technical support. Venkatesh categorized 
facilitating conditions as a sub-variable of perceptions of external control.173 In the 
previously mentioned longitudinal, three-field study of the electronics store, financial firm, 
and real estate agency, external control (including facilitating conditions) was shown to 
have a relationship with PEU (R3).174 Venkatesh’s work provided significant empirical 
support, but did not improve contextual relevance.  
(4) R4: Social Influences → Perceived Usefulness 
Social influence has been recognized as a salient antecedent of technology 
acceptance in several studies. The previously mentioned work by Atif et al. on curriculum 
mapping not only empirically supported the relationship between social influence and PU 
(R4), but also social influence’s positive relationship with intention (R5). A 1999 study by 
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Karahanna and Straub on email use found support for social influence’s relationship with 
PU (R4), specifically in the form of supervisor’s influence on subordinates.175 The 2006 
study by Shen of online learning delivery systems found that instructor and mentor 
influence had a significant impact on PU (R4).176 Because the fire service consists of a 
hierarchal leadership structure with informal mentor relationships, the findings of first-line 
supervisor and mentor influence adds contextual relevance. Schepers and Wetzels’ 2007 
meta-analysis of technology acceptance offers an aggregated view of the encompassed 
studies.177 Within the meta-analysis, the authors identified a pattern of empirical support 
for the relationship between subjective norm and PU.178 Subjective norms represent an 
individual’s perception of peer influence, which is one facet of social influence; therefore, 
empirical evidence supporting subjective norms will also support social influence as a 
variable. The body of work empirically supports social influence as an antecedent of PU in 
the general population.  
There are countless different work environments with many different cultural and 
social constructs. The fire service, arguably, has one of the most social environments. Many 
firefighters work twenty-four hour shifts together with forty-eight hours off between. They 
live together for a third of their time, including meals, workouts, chores, training, and often, 
life and death experiences. These experiences and constant communications can create 
lasting bonds. Fire companies interact with other companies on their shift during large-
scale incidents and weekly training evolutions. Companies interact with other shifts at their 
station during shift change. Shift change is the time for communication. Firefighters give 
an official “shift report” to their relief during shift change, but there the communication 
does not stop there. This social crossroads is an exchange of opinions, rumors, facts, and 
attitudes. The department rolls out training and technology implementations over three 
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days to capture all three shifts. Firefighters communicate opinions and attitudes about 
rollouts after the first and second days, which influences the second and third shift’s 
experience. Most general population workers work either independently or as a team in 
limited amounts of time. Firefighters work in a team environment nearly all of the time. 
This intracompany interaction coupled with the intercompany interaction creates a dense 
social network in the fire service. 
(5) R5: Social Influences → Behavioral Intention 
Schepers and Wetzels’ meta-analysis also synthesized the empirical work on the 
relationship between subjective norm and behavioral intention. They found only moderate 
support; however, they suspected that the finding was lower than expected due to the samples 
coming from voluntary environments.179 They further stated that “the mechanism is only 
effective in mandatory settings.”180 Therefore, the true effect of the relationship in mandatory 
settings, like the fire service, may be higher and more significant. A 2008 study by AlAwadhi 
and Morris of e-government software use by university students found empirical support for 
the relationship between peer influence and behavioral intention.181 The study showed that 
peer influence exhibited more significance in the first four weeks of implementation, which 
indicates that peer influence is inversely proportionate to experience.182 The previously 
mentioned study by Atif et al. provided empirical support for the relationship between social 
influence and intention to use.183 The body of work provides a firm empirical foundation for 
social influence as an antecedent of behavioral intention. The vast majority of the meta-
analysis consisted of studies on student and business populations. The work in education and 
e-government does not provide strong contextual relevance, but the meta-analysis does give 
support for relevance in mandatory settings.  
                                                 
179 Schepers and Wetzels. 
180 Schepers and Wetzels. 
181 S. AlAwadhi and A. Morris, “The Use of the UTAUT Model in the Adoption of E-Government 
Services in Kuwait,” in Proceedings of the 41st Annual Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences (HICSS 2008), 2008, 219, https://doi.org/10.1109/HICSS.2008.452. 
182 AlAwadhi and Morris. 
183 Atif et al., “Assuring Graduate Competency.” 
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V. TESTING THE MODEL: A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT 
This chapter contains a thought experiment to test the model developed in Chapter 
IV. The scenario is the implementation of electronic patient care reporting (ePCR) software 
in the fire service environment. The implementation of ePCR into the fire service is a useful 
scenario because it reflects a new technology experienced by nearly all fire departments in 
the nation. In the late 1990s, EMS leaders identified the need to transition to ePCR.184 The 
benefits of ePCR include billing accuracy, legibility, quality assurance, and data 
collection.185 From 2000 to 2010, emergency medical providers across the country set out 
to identify and implement new ePCR software as state regulatory bodies began imposing 
new reporting requirements that could not be achieved using a paper format.  
The following scenario is a hypothetical chronology of a typical implementation of 
ePCR system within a fire department–based EMS agency. In applying the scenario, the 
model variables are analyzed for relevance. As a result of the analysis, revisions to the 
model are proposed. 
A. SCENARIO #1: APPLYING THE MODEL RETROSPECTIVELY 
The Servewell Fire Department (SFD) is a municipal, mid-sized fire-based EMS 
agency. In the mid-2000s, SFD administrators recognized the benefits of implementing 
ePCR software and made the decision to proceed with transitioning from paper patient care 
reports to ePCR. SFD leadership formed a committee of end users and command staff. The 
committee was selected solely based on their interest in volunteering to help. The 
department tasked the committee with identifying and selecting an ePCR product for the 
department.  
The committee previewed several software products and settled on one that met the 
requirements of state and federal EMS reporting standards. The selection of the software 
                                                 
184 Adam B. Landman et al., “Prehospital Electronic Patient Care Report Systems: Early Experiences 
from Emergency Medical Services Agency Leaders,” PLOS ONE 7, no. 3 (March 5, 2012): e32692, 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0032692. 
185 Landman et al. 
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was based heavily on regulatory requirements with only moderate consideration of how 
well the software would be received by the end users. The product, called RunTix, was 
purchased and loaded onto newly purchased fire department laptops. The training 
department provided a three-hour class to help crews become more familiar with the 
software. Following training evolutions, administrators planned the go-live date for the 
new software. Because training days were Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, staff 
decided to implement the software on Friday while the training was fresh. Thursday 
evening, the laptops were distributed for a 7:00 am Friday start time. The training staff’s 
normal shift schedule was four (4), ten (10) hour shifts beginning on Monday. This meant 
they were off duty on Friday and were unavailable to assist with implementation over the 
weekend.  
Social influence came in the form of peer-to-peer conversations at shift change. 
Since SFD has a three shift, rotating schedule of twenty-four hours on and forty-eight hours 
off, the software rollouts were a three-day event. The first shift crews experienced 
frustration with the software. The next morning at the firehouse coffee table, they voiced 
their perceptions to their relief firefighters. This conversation set the tone for a second shift 
of similar experiences. Second shift’s crews passed along their experiences and perceptions 
to third shift’s crews after a second full day. By the fourth morning, the collective 
assessment of the new technology had been magnified and solidified. By Monday morning, 
the collective perception of the software had reached a fever pitch of nearly irreversible 
frustration.  
Some of the firefighter paramedics had previous work experience at other EMS 
agencies. The paramedics who had experience with other ePCR products found RunTix 
easier to learn. Furthermore, this group used the technology more readily and with less 
difficulty than the other paramedics. Unfortunately, this experienced subgroup of users was 
the minority. Most of the users were frustrated with the newly implemented software. 
Overall, users were vocal about their experiences with the new software. The common 
theme of the complaints was that they felt ill-prepared to use the software in a live 
environment, bugs still existed in the software, and they felt abandoned during the rollout. 
Crews reported that there should have been weeks of beta tests, more extensive training, 
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and real-time, live tech support in the field. The amount of time a firefighter spent trying 
to work through problems with new technology was inversely proportional to their 
confidence in the technology.  
The crews learned how to use the software and the software engineers fixed the 
bugs. However, the leadership suffered a critical loss of social capital in their failure to 
assess and mitigate factors that would influence the acceptance of the new technology.  
B. ANALYSIS 
(1) R1: Self-Efficacy → Perceived Ease of Use 
 The proposed relationship between self-efficacy and PEU was supported. 
Paramedics with previous experience, as a factor of self-efficacy, found the new product 
easier to use in spite of the new product’s differences from their experiences. Inversely, 
those with little experience with ePCR systems experienced anxiety and frustration due to 
a lack of familiarity with the software while trying to use it in a time-sensitive situation. 
Self-efficacy may have a higher importance in emergency services than in the general work 
population. Paramedics and firefighters rely on experience and their confidence in their 
equipment in time sensitive and life-threatening environments.  
(2) R2: Self-Efficacy → Behavioral Intention 
Self-efficacy’s relationship with behavioral intent was also supported. Firefighters 
with high self-efficacy intended to use the product regardless of their perceptions of ease 
of use. This indicates that the firefighter’s confidence in the ePCR product directly related 
to their intention to use it, with or without the mediator PEU. 
(3) R3: Facilitating Conditions → Perceived Ease of Use 
Facilitating conditions were found to be an important variable affecting PEU. 
Specifically, training and real-time technical support gave firefighters a higher level of 
comfort in their ability to use the new software. This would indicate that facilitating 
conditions not only improved PEU but also had a direct relationship with self-efficacy. 
While individual self-efficacy varied with prior experience, the individuals who engaged 
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in training experienced higher self-efficacy. The availability of technical support in real-
time minimized downtime and frustration, which improved PEU.  
(4) R4: Social Influences → Perceived Usefulness 
Social influences were found to have a strong relationship with PU. Firefighters 
readily shared their views about usefulness with other firefighters. The three-day shift 
structure created a compounding effect on perceptions with each day that passed. The 
social network was a conduit of perceptions that were communicated and solidified by 
personal experience.  
(5) R5: Social Influences → Behavioral Intention 
Social influences were also found to have a relationship with behavioral intention. 
Since firefighters trust their counterparts, their behavioral intention was subject to the 
influence by perceptions of their peers. When a firefighter from the first shift 
communicated a negative experience to a second-shift firefighter who had not used the 
software in the live environment, the second-shift firefighters internalized the negative 
perceptions and lowered their behavioral intention. Much like AlAwadhi and Morris found, 
social influence is stronger in the earlier stages of experience with a new product.186  
C. MODEL REVISION 
Through the course of a thought experiment, all of the relationships were supported 
and one new relationship was identified. The experiment revealed that facilitating 
conditions likely influence individual self-efficacy (R6), which was not originally 
hypothesized. Training, hands-on experience, and responsive technical support improved 
self-efficacy.  
                                                 




Figure 8. Revised Research Model 
D. SCENARIO #2: APPLYING THE MODEL PROSPECTIVELY 
In the first scenario, the model was applied retrospectively to an implementation of 
a new technology. For this scenario, the model is used as a roadmap for successful 
implementation. The scenario chronicles the implementation of a fire hose tracking and 
inspection software. Understanding that self-efficacy, facilitating conditions, and social 
influences affect the SFD implementation team in this scenario, we take proactive steps to 
improve the likelihood of successful acceptance.  
SFD serves the community of Servewell with 10 fire apparatus. Each fire apparatus 
carries a minimum of 1,200 feet of large-diameter supply hose. Each apparatus also carries 
approximately 700 feet of 1¾-inch attack line hose and 300 feet of 2½-inch attack line 
hose. The total hose length carried on each apparatus totals over 2,000 feet in individual 
sections ranging from 25 feet to 100 feet. In accordance with National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) standards, each section of hose must be inspected and pressure tested 
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annually. When the hose is originally purchased, staff must mark each section with a 
unique identifier and record the identifier in a department hose log. This method allows 
department officials to track a hose through its serviceable life, including annual 
inspections and, eventually, retirement of the hose.  
SFD administrators recognized that the current paper process of tracking and 
logging hoses could be improved by moving to a digital platform. The advantages of 
moving from paper to digital included time savings for the firefighters, more accurate 
tracking, and overall efficiency. The administrators set two parameters for the new digital 
hose log. First, the hose identifier must be able to be scanned digitally. Second, the software 
must have unique user access capability to identify who had made changes to the log. With 
these general parameters in mind, the administration began selecting the implementation 
team, which would also serve as the product selection committee. This would give them 
both buy-in and personal investment in the product. 
Administrators selected the implementation team using specific criteria. The team 
members would eventually become the promoters when the product rolled out, so members 
were selected for their innovative characteristics and social network (R4 and R5). Members 
with a larger-reaching social network have a greater reach of influence. By giving 
innovators with large social networks a seat at the table early on, the chances of the product 
succeeding improved. Another criterion for the implementation team was technical ability 
or computer self-efficacy. The members with higher computer self-efficacy are more likely 
to influence other members’ PEU by describing and demonstrating the product’s features 
(R1). The final two key members of the team were one member from administration and 
one member from the materials department. The administrator was responsible for 
facilitating discussion while maintaining fiduciary responsibility. The materials staff 
member provided logistical and purchasing expertise.  
The team was tasked with identifying a method and product to tag and track all of 
the department’s hose inventory for serviceable life. The team selected a radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) tagging system that could be scanned with a commercially produced 
scanner. The selected scanner was versatile enough to connect with a tablet, phone, or 
laptop. The team also identified that SFD already owned inventory software called Traxis 
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that could be employed to track hoses. By selecting a product that could be used on existing 
hardware that the members were familiar with, the team improved overall computer self-
efficacy (R1 and R2).  
The next phase of implementation was beta testing. Administration purchased the 
scanner and several RFID tags. Beta testing included ensuring that the RFID tagging 
system would be durable enough to withstand rugged conditions. The team also tested the 
new procedure on multiple types of devices to verify compatibility. Extensive pre-
implementation testing is necessary to work out preventable challenges and improve the 
initial experiences of new users. The users’ first experience with the new product is critical 
for early perceptions of ease of use (R1, R2, and R3).  
The next phase of implementation was training and familiarization. The team 
recognized that hands-on training served two purposes: the members improved self-efficacy 
by becoming familiar with Traxis while also providing an additional layer of pre-
implementation testing (R1 and R2). After all members had been trained on Traxis and the 
RFID scanning system, the team scheduled the roll-out to coincide with annual hose testing.  
The team planned the roll-out with attention to the availability of technical support 
and subject matter experts. The two-week go-live period included on-site representatives 
from Traxis as well as a member of the implementation team embedded with each crew 
that was testing hose. The team members oversaw the affixation of the RFID tags and 
reconciliation of the hose log while remaining available to answer any questions the crews 
had. This high-level of tech support and attentiveness reduced frustration and improved 
PEU (R3 and R6).  
The selection, development, and implementation of the Traxis system was 
successful to high degree as a result of attention to the variables influencing technology 
acceptance. The administrators started with very simple parameters for their technological 
goal. From the selection of the team members to the roll-out of the new technology, 
administrators planned each phase while considering computer self-efficacy, facilitating 
conditions, and social influences. The attention to these variables provided an experience 
to the end user that improved overall acceptance.  
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The research question for this thesis is, “How can technology acceptance research 
be applied to the fire service to better understand and influence the acceptance of 
information technology?” Through a literature review, proposed model, and thought 
experiment, the author was able to identify and test three important variables influencing 
technology acceptance in the fire service. The identified variables were computer self-
efficacy, facilitating conditions, and social influence. The thought experiments provided 
support for all three variables as antecedents of acceptance.  
While this theoretical model serves as a starting point, future research should focus 
on empirically supporting the antecedents of PEU, PU, and behavioral intent as they 
specifically apply to the fire service. The fires service is unique, but it is not homogenous. 
Individual departments may be volunteer, paid, or mixed. Some departments have 
organized labor groups while others do not. Departments may be traditional or progressive. 
Environmental conditions such as urban and rural settings, and whether the department 
provides EMS units may impact the model. Future research should consider these variables 
to help better understand the influences of technology acceptance in individual fire 
department environments. Exploration of these populations within the fire service could 
fine-tune the model and narrow the scope for individual departments.  
The primary objective of this research is to help fire service administrators better 
understand the variables that influence technology acceptance. Davis stated, in his original 
work developing TAM, that his goal was to provide a tool for technology developers and 
implementers to help them predict successful acceptance of a new technology. Like Davis, 
this author strives to provide fire chiefs and their technology teams with a model that helps 
them select, design, and implement technology tools that have a high likelihood of 
successful acceptance. Technological solutions and their implementation are often costly 
investments; therefore, fire service administrators should leverage technology acceptance 
variables like self-efficacy, facilitating conditions, and social influence to improve 
acceptance outcomes. Selection of technology products with a high of the level of 
intuitiveness may improve initial self-efficacy perceptions. Administrators who are 
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involved in the design process of a new technology should conduct extensive beta testing 
within the employee group. Beta testing provides some early exposure of the product while 
simultaneously allowing developers to identify problems with the technology. Facilitating 
conditions are the most readily available variable of technology acceptance to 
administrators. Administrators can improve self-efficacy and overall acceptance by 
providing robust training and technical support during implementation. Social influence 
may be the most powerful yet most challenging variable for fire service administrators to 
leverage. Administrators should identify members with high self-efficacy to assist in the 
training, internal marketing, and implementation of new technology. This strategy 
leverages the rich social network of the fire service by selecting those who will shape the 
first impressions of the new product.  
The success of fire service technology is dependent on the acceptance by the men 
and women who serve and protect our communities. By better understanding and 
leveraging the variables that affect technology acceptance, fire administrators can improve 
the likelihood of acceptance. This improvement will ultimately result in a more efficient 
and effective workforce which, in turn, improves overall public safety.  
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